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Abstract 

General approach is proposed to the System of Critical Infrastructure Training Courses (SCISTC) that is composed of a number 

of Training Courses on selected safety and reliability topics. Each of the courses is developed in the form of easy to understand 

guide including theoretical backgrounds and examples of procedures based on them applications. The integrated part of each 

course is the power point presentation grounded on the guide. Considering that the SCISTC is devoted to critical infrastructure 

safety and reliability mathematical modelling and prediction, the critical infrastructure is understood as a complex multistate 

ageing system composed of multistate ageing components / assets in its operating environment. In practical usage, the critical 

infrastructure significant features are its inside dependencies and its outside impacts, that in the case of its degradation or failure 

have a significant destructive influence on the health, safety and security, economics and social conditions of large human 

communities and territory areas. 

 
Keywords: complex system, critical infrastructure, safety, safety structure, safety indicator, inside dependences, outside impacts, operation 

impact, climate-weather impact, resilience indicator, operation cost, accident consequences, optimization,  mitigation, maintenance, business 

continuity 

1. Introduction 

   Many of the terms and notions needed for the critical infrastructure safety analysis are used in different and 

sometimes conflicting ways across various disciplines and approaches (Berg & Petrek, 2018; Bogalecka, 2020; 

Kjølle et al., 2012; Kołowrocki, 2021, 2022b, 2023b; Lauge et al., 2015; Magryta, 2020; Ouyang, 2014; Rinaldi et 

al., 2001; Svedsen & Wolthunsen, 2007). Some of them are incorrect. Thus, a standard set of definitions should be 

fixed to support a shared understanding of the SCISTC and be applied by all its users. Therefore, the definitions 

concerned with the methodology including the notions and the meanings of the critical infrastructure and its safety, 

the operation conditions, the climate and weather change and the resilience should be convergent with those used 

in available literature. The spectrum of the terms concerned with those main notions should be sufficiently wide 

and exhaustive in depth. The main fault in defining some of the terms is mixing the meaning of the defined notion 

with the values of its parameters it is characterized by. Having in mind this terminology state of the art and 

considering its imperfection and faults, the main principles in preparation of this set of Training Courses are: 

• to differ between the notion and the values of the parameters it is defined by; 

• to illustrate shortly the notion and its parameters together with short illustrations/interpretations of their 

meanings and their expected practical usage in order to provide a better understanding.  

   The first and most important term for the SCISTC is the notion of the critical infrastructure. To follow the 

European Commission approach, the critical infrastructure is an asset or a system which is essential for the 

maintenance of vital societal functions. The damage of a critical infrastructure, its destruction or disruption by 

natural disasters, terrorism, criminal activity or malicious behavior, may have a significant negative impact for the 

safety and security of the European Union and the well-being of its citizens. 

The critical infrastructure is a term used by governments to describe assets that are essential for the functioning of 

a society and economy. Most commonly associated with the term of critical infrastructure are facilities for:  
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• electricity generation, transmission and distribution; 

• gas production, transport and distribution; 

• oil and oil products production, transport and distribution; 

• telecommunication;  

• water supply;  

• agriculture, food production and distribution; 

• heating; 

• public health;  

• transportation systems;  

• financial services; 

• security services. 

    Critical infrastructures are usually interconnected and mutually dependent in various and complex ways (De 

Porcellinis et al., 2009; Kjølle et al., 2012; Kołowrocki, 2020b, 2022a; Nieuwenhuijs et al., 2008; Svedsen & 

Wolthunsen, 2007; Wang & Pham 2012), creating critical infrastructure networks. They are interacting directly 

and indirectly at various levels of their complexity and operating activity. Identifying and modeling dependencies 

depend on the level of analysis. The selected level of analysis can vary from micro to macro level. A holistic 

approach can be considered or a reductionist approach in which elementary components are identified and their 

behavior is described. For example, the focus on the components of critical infrastructure networks and they 

demonstrate several types of multi-dependency structures.  

Considering that this set of training courses is devoted to critical infrastructure safety mathematical modelling and 

prediction the critical infrastructure is defined as a complex multistate ageing system in its operating environment 

that significant features are its inside dependencies and its outside impacts (Bogalecka, 2020; De Porcellinis et al., 

2009; Kjølle et al., 2012; Kołowrocki, 2020b, 2021, 2022ab, 2023b; Magryta, 2020; Nieuwenhuijs et al., 2008; 

Ouyang, 2014; Svedsen & Wolthunsen, 2007; Wang & Pham 2012), that in the case of its degradation have a 

significant destructive influence on the health, safety and security, economics and social conditions of large human 

communities and territory areas.  

   In this Training Course 1, the methodology and general approach to critical infrastructure safety and resilience 

analysis is proposed. The principles of multistate approach to critical infrastructure safety analysis (Abouammoh 

& Al-Kadi, 1991; Amari & Misra, 1997; Aven, 1985, 1993; Barlow & Wu, 1978; Brausch, 1987; Brunelle & 

Kapur, 1999; Butler, 1982; Dąbrowska, 2020; Ebrahimi, 1984;  El-Neweihi et al., 1978; Fardis & Cornell, 1981; 

Griffith, 1980; Hudson & Kapur, 1982, 1983; Kołowrocki, 2000, 2003ab, 2005, 2008b, 2011, 2014, 2020ab, 

2022ab, 2023ac; Kossow & Preuss, 1995; Kvassay et al., 2020; Li & Pham, 2005; Murchland, 1975; Natvig, 2007; 

Natvig  & Morch, 2003; Natvig & Streller, ….; Ohio & Nishida, 1984; Ramirez-Marqueza & Coit, 2007; Ross, 

1979; Xue,  1985; Xue & Yang, 1995ab; Yingkui & Jing, 2012; Yu et.al., 1994; Zaitseva & Levashenko, 2017) are 

introduced. There are introduced the notions of critical infrastructure basic safety indicators like, the critical 

infrastructure safety function, the critical infrastructure risk function and the critical infrastructure fragility curve. 

Basic critical infrastructure safety structures are defined and the general formulae for their safety functions and 

their particular forms when the critical infrastructure assets have piecewise exponential safety functions are given. 

The critical infrastructure safety and resilience indicators are proposed to be obtained using probabilistic approach 

to modelling of operation threats and extreme weather hazard impacts on its assets safety (Kołowrocki, 2021. The 

critical infrastructure safety and operation cost optimization to improve its safety and resilience and operation 

effectiveness and its accident consequences optimization and mitigation (Klabjan & Adelman, 2016; Kołowrocki 

& Magryta-Mut, 2021, 2023ab; Kosmowski, 2021; Magryta-Mut, 2020, 2023ab) are proposed as well. The general 

scheme of this approach is presented together with the description of its boxes’ contains. There are proposed safety 

and resilience indicators, crucial for operators and users of the critical infrastructure, defined as a complex system 

in its operating environment (Kołowrocki, 2023a). 

2. Multistate approach to critical infrastructure safety analysis  

   Considering the above performed analysis, similarly as in the case of multistate approach to critical infrastructure 

reliability in Training Course 3 (Kołowrocki, 2023c), in the multistate safety analysis to define the critical 

infrastructure with degrading/ageing components/assets (Kołowrocki, 2008b, 2020b, 2023a; Kołowrocki & 

Magryta, 2020a; Kołowrocki & Magryta-Mut, 2023; Szymkowiak, 2018ab, 2019), we assume that:  

• n is the number of the critical infrastructure assets;  

• Ai, i = 1,2,...,n, are the critical infrastructure assets; 

• all assets and the critical infrastructure have the safety state set {0,1,...,z}, ;1z  

• the safety states are ordered, the safety state 0 is the worst and the safety state z is the best; 

• r, },,...,2,1{ zr  is the critical safety state;  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transportation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_services
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_agency
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• Ti(u),  u = 1,2,...,z,  i = 1,2,...,n,  are independent random variables representing the lifetimes of assets Ai  

in the safety state subset {u,u+1,...,z}, u = 1,2,...,z, while they were in the safety state z at the  moment 

t = 0;  

• T(u), u = 1,2,...,z,  is a random variable representing the lifetime of the critical infrastructure in the safety 

state subset {u,u+1,...,z}, u = 1,2,...,z, while it was in the safety state z at the moment t = 0; 

• the assets and the critical infrastructure safety states degrade with time; 

• si(t), ),,0 t  i = 1,2,...,n, is the asset Ai, safety state at the moment t, ),,0 t  given that it was in 

the safety state z  at the moment t = 0; 

• s(t), ),,0 t  is the critical infrastructure safety state at the moment t, ),,0 t  given that it was in 

the safety state z at the moment t = 0.  

The critical safety state r means that the critical infrastructure and its assets staying in the safety states less than 

this safety state is highly dangerous for them and for their operating environment. 

The above assumptions mean that the safety states of the critical infrastructure with degrading assets may be 

changed in time only from better to worse.  

3. Critical infrastructure safety structures  

On the basis of the approach to critical infrastructure safety analysis proposed in Section 2, considering 

definitions of reliability functions of two-state systems (Aven & Jensen, 1999; Barlow& Proschan, 1975; Bautista 

et al., 2020; Cepin, 2020; Gouldby, et al., 2010; Kołowrocki, 1998, 2005, 2008a, 2011, 2014, 2023bd; Kołowrocki 

& Magryta, 2020a; Lauge et al., 2015; Melchers & Beck, 2018; Misra, 1992; Rinaldi et al., 2001; Samaniego, 2007; 

Wang at al., 2011) introduced in Training Course 2 (Kołowrocki, 2023b) and multistate ageing systems 

(Abouammoh & Al-Kadi, 1991; Amari & Misra, 1997; Aven, 1985, 1993; Barlow & Wu, 1978; Brausch, 1987; 

Brunelle & Kapur, 1999; Butler, 1982; Dąbrowska, 2020; Ebrahimi, 1984;  El-Neweihi et al., 1978; Fardis & 

Cornell, 1981; Griffith, 1980; Hudson & Kapur, 1982, 1983; Kołowrocki, 2000, 2003ab, 2005, 2008b, 2011, 2014, 

2020ab, 2022ab, 2023ac; Kossow & Preuss, 1995; Kvassay et al., 2020; Li & Pham, 2005; Murchland, 1975; 

Natvig, 2007; Natvig  & Morch, 2003; Natvig & Streller, 2008; Ohio & Nishida, 1984; Ramirez-Marqueza & Coit, 

2007; Ross, 1979; Xue,  1985; Xue & Yang, 1995ab; Yingkui & Jing, 2012; Yu et.al., 1994; Zaitseva & 

Levashenko, 2017) introduced in Training Course 3 (Kołowrocki, 2023c), we may similarly define basic critical 

infrastructure safety structures  (Kołowrocki, 2021).  

For instance a critical infrastructure composed of n assets Ai , i = 1,2,..,n, is called series if its lifetime T(u), 

u = 1,2,...,z, in the safety state subset {𝑢, 𝑢 + 1, . . . , 𝑧}, u = 1,2,...,z, is given by  

T(u) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛
1≤𝑖≤𝑛

{𝑇𝑖(𝑢)}, u = 1,2,...,z,  (1) 

where 𝑇𝑖(𝑢), u = 1,2,...,z, 𝑖 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑛, are the lifetimes of the assets Ai , i = 1,2,..,n, in the safety state subset 

{𝑢, 𝑢 + 1, . . . , 𝑧}, u = 1,2,...,z. The number n is called the series critical infrastructure safety structure shape 

parameter. 

The above definition means that the series critical infrastructure is in the safety state subset {𝑢, 𝑢 + 1, . . . , 𝑧}, 
u = 1,2,...,z, if and only if all its n assets are in this subset of safety states. That meaning is very close to the 

definition of a two-state critical infrastructure considered in a classical reliability analysis that is not failed if all its 

assets are not failed (see: Training Course 2). This fact can justify the safety structure scheme for a series critical 

infrastructure presented in Figure 1.  
 

Fig. 1. The scheme of a series critical infrastructure safety structure.  

It is easy to work out that the safety function of the series critical infrastructure is given by the vector  

𝑺(𝑡,⋅) = [𝑺(𝑡, 1), 𝑺(𝑡, 2), … , 𝑺(𝑡, 𝑧)] , 𝑡 ∈< 0,∞), (2) 

with the coordinates    

𝑺(𝑡, 𝑢) = ∏ 𝑆𝑖(𝑡, 𝑢)
𝑛
𝑖=1 , 𝑡 ∈< 0,∞), u = 1,2,...,z.                          (3) 

Other basic critical infrastructure safety structures with assets degrading in time can be defined in an analogous 

way (Kołowrocki, 2021).   
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4. General scheme of approach to critical infrastructure safety modelling through training courses  

Most real complex technical systems are strongly influenced by their, changing in time, operation conditions 

and the climate-weather conditions at their operating areas (Kołowrocki, 2021). The time dependent interactions 

between the operation process, related to varying states of the climate-weather change process at the system 

operating area, and the system safety structure and its changing components/assets safety states, are evident features 

of most real technical systems including critical infrastructures. The critical infrastructure is defined as a complex 

system in its operating environment that significant features are inside-system dependencies and outside-system 

impacts. In case of system degradation these dependencies have a significant destructive influence on the health, 

safety, security, economics and social conditions of large human communities and territories.  

The critical infrastructure may be affected by outside processes which have negative influence on its safety. By 

outside processes we understand critical infrastructure operation process and the process of weather change in the 

area of operation. Therefore critical infrastructure safety analysis related to its operation process and the climate-

weather change process at its operating area (Kołowrocki, 2021) has a great value in the industrial practice due to 

often negative impacts of these processes on the critical infrastructure safety and resilience.  

As a rule the safety analysis of the critical infrastructure impacted by those processes is very complex. This problem 

can be solved by the multistate critical infrastructures safety modelling performed similarly to reliability modelling 

of multistate complex systems (Kołowrocki, 2023c)commonly used with the semi-Markov modelling (Klabjan & 

Adelman, 2016; Kołowrocki & Magryta-Mut, 2021, 2023ab; Kosmowski, 2021; Magryta-Mut, 2020, 2023ab) of 

the joint operation process and climate-weather change process (Kołowrocki, 2021). This approach leads to the 

construction of the joint general safety model of the critical infrastructure impacted by the operation process and 

changing weather at its operating area, significantly developed by the selected authors cited in (Kołowrocki, 2021) 

and collected in the SCISTC.  

This original and innovative general approach to common influence of operation process and climate-weather 

change process on critical infrastructure safety and resilience modelling and analysis consists in combining of the 

critical infrastructure operation process model and the climate-weather change process model and constructing one 

general joint safety model of the critical infrastructure impacted by its operation process and climate-weather 

process at its operating area (Kołowrocki, 2021). This approach can be basis for the formulation and development 

of the new solutions, which consist of the improvement and optimization of the safety of the critical infrastructure 

related to their operation 

 processes and outside climate-weather change processes (Klabjan & Adelman, 2016; Kołowrocki &  Magryta, 

2020ab; Kołowrocki & Magryta-Mut, 2021, 2023ab; Kosmowski, 2021; Magryta-Mut, 2020, 2023ab) and the 

mitigation the consequences of accidents caused by their degradation (Bogalecka, 2020). A novel concept, which 

would induce further complexity to the approach, is an introduction of impacts of climate pressures in the 

interconnection between critical infrastructures. New and innovative part of this approach lies in inclusion of 

linkages and dependencies, both internal and external (De Porcellinis et al., 2009; Kjølle et al., 2012; Kołowrocki, 

2020b, 2022a; Nieuwenhuijs et al., 2008; Svedsen & Wolthunsen, 2007; Wang & Pham 2012), to critical 

infrastructures that are impacted by climate-weather hazards. 

In order to organize the efforts at finding solutions of formulated problems, the scheme of a general approach to 

safety and resilience analysis of critical infrastructure through Training Courses, including subsequent steps in the 

research activity, can be created. The content in the approaches of the this scheme items is concerned in: 

• General approach to critical infrastructure safety modelling through training courses in Training Course 

TC1, with the scheme of general approach to critical infrastructure safety modelling through Preliminary 

Training Courses TC2-TC3 and Advanced Training Courses TC4-TC22 and its description; 

• Preliminary Training Courses TC2-TC3, with modelling reliability of two-state and multistate critical 

infrastructure being the introduction to Advanced Training Courses TC4-TC22;  

• Critical Infrastructure Free of Outside Impact Safety Modelling (CIS Model 0) in Training Course TC6, 

with constructing of critical infrastructure multistate safety model independent of outside operation and 

climate-weather impacts and introducing of practically useful critical infrastructure safety characteristics, 

called safety indicators; 

• Critical Infrastructure Operation Process (CIOP) in Training Course TC7 and Climate-Weather Change 

Process (C-WCOP) in Training Course TC9, with modelling of critical infrastructure operation process 

and climate-weather change process in its operation area through defining parameters of these processes 

and giving the ways of their characteristics determination; 

• Integration of CIOP and C-WCP in Training Course TC11, with creating of a joint model of critical 

infrastructure operation process and climate-weather change process at its operating area through defining 

the critical infrastructure operation process impacted by climate-weather change at its operating area, 

defining its parameters and giving the procedures of its characteristics determinations; 

• Integration of CIOP, C-WCP and CIOP&C-WCP with CIS Model 0 (CIS Models 1-3) in Training Courses 

TC8, TC10, TC12, with constructing critical infrastructure safety models, separately and jointly dependent 
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on outside operation and climate-weather impacts and introducing of practically useful safety 

characteristics of critical infrastructure impacted separately and jointly by outside operation and climate-

weather conditions, called safety indicators and resilience indicators; 

• Inventory of Critical Infrastructure Safety and Resilience Indicators in Training Course TC13, with 

creating of detailed list of all safety indicators of critical infrastructure free of outside impacts and safety 

indicators and resilience indicators of critical infrastructure under outside impacts; 

• Models Application and Validation in Training Course TC14, with all proposed models and creating safety 

and resilience indicators application and validation in practice to exemplary critical infrastructure, car 

wheel system, truck wheel system, port oil terminal critical infrastructure and maritime ferry technical 

safety examination; 

• Research on Critical Infrastructure Safety Examination in Training Courses TC15-TC21, with research 

and development of proposed models in creating practically important tools for critical infrastructure 

safety strengthening and operation cost optimization, examination and mitigation of critical infrastructure 

accident consequences and critical infrastructure business continuity analysis.      

• Research on Critical Infrastructure with Dependent Assets Safety Examination in Training Course TC22, 

with principles of selected Training Courses TC1-21 modification for critical infrastructure with 

dependent assets and subsystems.  

   Thus, starting from the simplest, pure safety CIS Model 0, defined as a multistate ageing system without 

considering outside impacts, several safety parameters and indicators are defined. Namely, the critical infrastructure 

and its assets’ safety functions, the critical infrastructure mean values and standard deviations of lifetimes in the 

safety state subsets and in the particular safety states, the critical infrastructure risk function, its fragility curve, the 

moment of exceeding by the critical infrastructure critical safety state and its intensities of ageing/degrading, are 

introduced.  

   Next, the CIS Model 0 is combined with the critical infrastructure operation process CIOP Model to create the 

integrated CIS Model 1, which is intended to safety modelling and prediction of critical infrastructure impacted by 

its operation process. In CIS Model 1 we define the critical infrastructure as a complex system in its operating 

environment that significant features are its operation impacts. That safety model of a critical infrastructure related 

to its operation process links its multistate safety model and its operation process model, to create the critical 

infrastructure operation impact safety model. Moreover, CIS Model 1 considers also critical infrastructure variable 

safety structure and its asseys/components’ safety parameters at different operation states. In this model, we 

introduce additional safety indicators, which are typical for the critical infrastructure and are related to its varying 

in time safety structures and its components’ safety parameters. Namely, CIS Model 1 extends the set of safety 

indicators of CIS Model 0 by the components and critical infrastructure conditional intensities of ageing at 

particular operation states and conditional and unconditional coefficients of the operation process impact on the 

critical infrastructure intensities of ageing and the critical infrastructure coefficient of resilience to its operation 

process.  

   Further, an integrated safety CIS Model 2 of critical infrastructure safety is proposed. This critical infrastructure 

safety model is related to influence of the climate-weather change process in the critical infrastructure operating 

area on its safety. It is the integrated model of critical infrastructure safety, linking its multistate safety CIS Model 

0 and the C-WCP Model of the climate-weather change process at its operating area, to create the critical 

infrastructure climate-weather impact safety model. The CIS Model 2 considers variable system components safety 

parameters impacted by different climate-weather states. The conditional safety functions at the particular climate-

weather states, the unconditional safety function and the risk function of the critical infrastructure at changing in 

time climate-weather conditions are defined. Other, practically significant, critical infrastructure safety indicators 

introduced in the CIS Model 2 are, its mean lifetime to the moment of exceeding a critical safety state, the moment 

when its risk function value exceeds the acceptable safety level, the intensities of ageing of the critical infrastructure 

related to the climate-weather change process at its operating area and coefficients of the impact of the climate-

weather change process on the critical infrastructure and its components intensities of ageing and the critical 

infrastructure coefficient of resilience to climate-weather change process at its operating area.  

   Next, the general critical infrastructure safety CIS Model 3 is proposed that simultaneously considers the 

operation process and the climate-weather change process influence on the safety of a critical infrastructure. It is a 

safety model of a critical infrastructure under the influence of the operation process related to climate-weather 

change at its operating area. It is an integrated model of a critical infrastructure safety, linking its multistate safety 

CIS Model 0 and the joint CIOP&C-WCP Model of its operation process related to climate-weather change process 

at its operating area, to create the critical infrastructure joint operation and climate-weather impact safety model. 

Thus, CIS Model 3 considers variable system safety structures and its components safety parameters, impacted by 

climate-weather states, at different operation states. The conditional safety functions at the operation and climate-

weather states of the operation process related the climate-weather change, the unconditional safety function and 

the risk function of a critical infrastructure at changing in time operation and climate-weather conditions are 

defined. Other useful critical infrastructure safety indicators introduced in CIS Model 3 are, its mean lifetime up to 
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the moment of exceeding a critical safety state and the moment when its risk function value exceeds the acceptable 

safety level, the intensities of ageing of the critical infrastructure and its components impacted by the operation 

process related to the climate-weather change process, coefficients of the operation process related to climate-

weather change impact on the critical infrastructure and its components intensities of ageing and the critical 

infrastructure coefficient of resilience to operation process related to climate-weather change process at its 

operating area.  

   These all, above mentioned, safety indicators, proposed in CIS Models 0-3, are defined in general for any critical 

infrastructures with varying in time their safety structures and components/assets safety parameters, which are 

influenced by, changing in time, operation and climate-weather conditions at their operating areas.  

   The next step in SCISTC that is done to perform the tasks formulated in scheme items is these models application 

and validation, what is practically realized in the particular Training Courses through the validation in practice to 

exemplary critical infrastructure, car wheel system, truck wheel system, port oil terminal critical infrastructure and 

maritime ferry technical safety examination examination.  

   The path we should follow in our further research activity in SCISTC is to investigate and solve problems of 

safety and resilience strengthening of critical infrastructure impacted by operation and climate-weather change. 

This activity, in Training Courses TC15-TC21, leads to establishing of elaborate models of maintenance and 

business continuity for critical infrastructure under operation and climate pressures, as well as to solving the critical 

infrastructure safety optimization and its degradation and accident consequences identification and mitigation.  

   All presented models are the basis for preparation of procedures, which are very easy to use by the practitioners 

and operators of the critical infrastructures in their operation and safety analysis. The use of these procedures for 

real critical infrastructure is presented in details in all Training Courses of SCISTC. 

   All created in SCISTC models, and procedures based on them, can be modified and developed for other problems 

of safety features of critical infrastructure analysis. In this context, modelling and prediction of critical 

infrastructure safety presented in this SCISTC, in Training Course TC22, developed by considering inside 

dependences between the critical infrastructure assets is very important broadening to real practice in critical 

infrastructure safety examination to build the model considering commonly the critical infrastructure ageing its 

inside dependences and outside impacts as an innovative general approach significant and breakthrough real 

applications of these new theoretical and educational results. 

5. Critical infrastructure safety and resilience indicators 

In the SCISTC Preliminary Training Courses TC2-TC3, we introduce respectively the following parameters and 

characteristics (indicators) of critical infrastructure reliability.  

In Training Course TC2, there are defined two-state critical infrastructure reliability indicators (RelIs):  

• the critical infrastructure reliability function (RelI1);  

• the critical infrastructure risk function / the critical infrastructure unreliability function (RelI2);   

• the graph of the critical infrastructure risk function / the fragility curve (RelI3);  

• the mean value of the critical infrastructure lifetime (RelI4);  

• the standard deviation of the critical infrastructure lifetime (RelI5);   

• the moment of exceeding acceptable value of critical infrastructure risk function level (RelI6);   

• the intensity of failure of the critical infrastructure / the failure rate of critical infrastructure (RelI7).  

In the Training Course TC3, there are defined the multistate critical infrastructure reliability indicators (RelIs):  

• the critical infrastructure reliability function (RelI1);  

• the critical infrastructure risk function (RelI2);  

• the graph of the critical infrastructure risk function / the fragility curve (RelI3);  

• the mean value of the critical infrastructure lifetime up to exceeding critical reliability state (RelI4);   

• the standard deviation of the critical infrastructure lifetime up to the exceeding the critical reliability state 

(RelI5);  

• the moment of exceeding acceptable value of critical infrastructure risk function level (RelI6);  

• the mean values of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in the reliability state subsets (RelI7);  

• the standard deviations of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in the reliability state subsets (RelI8);  

• the mean values of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in particular reliability states (RelI9);  

• the intensities of degradation (ageing) of the critical infrastructure / the intensities of critical infrastructure 

departure from the reliability state subsets (RelI10).  

In the first of the approach proposed in SCISTC Advanced Training Courses TC4-TC5, we introduce respectively 

the following parameters and characteristics (indicators) of critical infrastructure safety.  

In Training Course TC4, there are defined two-state critical infrastructure safety indicators (SafIs):  

• the critical infrastructure safety function (SafI1);   
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• the critical infrastructure risk function / the critical infrastructure unsafety function (SafI2);    

• the graph of the critical infrastructure risk function / the fragility curve (SafI3);   

• the mean value of the critical infrastructure lifetime (SafI4);  

• the standard deviation of the critical infrastructure lifetime (SafI5);  

• the moment of exceeding acceptable value of critical infrastructure risk function level (SafI6);  

• the intensity of failure of the critical infrastructure / the failure rate of critical infrastructure (SafI7).  

In the Training Course TC5, there are defined the multistate critical infrastructure safety indicators (SafIs):  

• the critical infrastructure safety function (SafI1);  

• the critical infrastructure risk function (SafI2);  

• the critical infrastructure fragility curve (SafI3); 

• the mean value of the critical infrastructure lifetime up to the exceeding the critical safety state (SafI4);   

• the standard deviation of the critical infrastructure lifetime up to the exceeding the critical safety state 

(SafI5);  

• the moment of exceeding acceptable value of critical infrastructure risk function level (SafI6);  

• the mean values of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in the safety state subsets (SafI7);   

• the standard deviations of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in the safety state subsets (SafI8); 

• the mean value of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in particular safety states (SafI9);  

• the intensities of degradation (ageing) of the critical infrastructure / the intensities of critical infrastructure 

departure from the safety state subsets (SafI10). 

In the second step of the approach proposed in SCISTC Advanced Training Courses, in Training Course 6, we start 

with the simplest pure safety model CIS Model 0, without considering outside impacts. For the critical 

infrastructure (and its assets) following useful safety indicators are defined:  

• the critical infrastructure safety function (SafI1);  

• the critical infrastructure risk function (SafI2);  

• the critical infrastructure fragility curve (SafI3); 

• the mean value of the critical infrastructure lifetime up to the exceeding the critical safety state (SafI4);   

• the standard deviation of the critical infrastructure lifetime up to the exceeding the critical safety state 

(SafI5);  

• the moment of exceeding acceptable value of critical infrastructure risk function level (SafI6);  

• the mean values of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in the safety state subsets (SafI7);   

• the standard deviations of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in the safety state subsets (SafI8); 

• the mean value of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in particular safety states (SafI9);  

• the intensities of degradation (ageing) of the critical infrastructure / the intensities of critical infrastructure 

departure from the safety state subsets (SafI10). 

In the next step of the proposed approach in SCISTC Advanced Training Courses, in Training Course 8, the simplest 

safety model CIS Model 0 is combined with the critical infrastructure operation process model CIOP Model, in order 

to create a safety model CIS Model 1of critical infrastructure related to its operating environment.  

Further, in training Course 10, an impact model on critical infrastructure safety CIS Model 2 related to the climate-

weather change process in its operating area is proposed. 

The most general safety impact model CIS Model 3 which consider jointly the operation process and climate-

weather change process influence on the safety of a critical infrastructure is presented SCISTC Advanced Training 

Courses,  in Training Course 12. It is the integrated model of a critical infrastructure safety, linking its multistate 

safety model CIS Model 0 and the joint model CIOP&C-WCP of its operation process and the climate-weather 

change process in its operating area. These model consider variable safety structures of the critical infrastructure at 

different operation and climate-weather states, as well as safety parameters of critical infrastructure assets. For 

those models, the following safety indicators are respectively defined:  

• the critical infrastructure safety function (SafI1);   

• the critical infrastructure risk function (SafI2);  

• the critical infrastructure fragility curve (SafI3); 

• the mean value of the critical infrastructure lifetime up to the exceeding the critical safety state (SafI4);  

• the standard deviation of the critical infrastructure lifetime up to the exceeding the critical safety state 

(SafI5);  

• the moment of exceeding acceptable value of critical infrastructure risk function level (SafI6); 

• the mean values of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in the safety state subsets (SafI7);   

• the standard deviations of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in the safety state subsets (SafI8); 

• the mean value of the critical infrastructure lifetimes in particular safety states (SafI9);   

• the intensities of degradation (ageing) of the critical infrastructure / the intensities of critical infrastructure 

departure from the safety state subsets (SafI10). 
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These all safety indicators are defined, in general, for any critical infrastructures with varying in time their safety 

structures and their assets safety parameters influenced by changing in time operation conditions and climate-

weather conditions at their operating areas. 

We make in the SCISTC, in Training Courses 8, 10 and 12, a next step in order to terminate methodological 

framework, for critical infrastructures with outside impacts to define the following critical infrastructure resilience 

indicators:  

• the coefficients of operation process impact on the critical infrastructure intensities of degradation / the 

coefficients of operation process impact on critical infrastructure intensities of departure from the safety 

state subset (ResI1);  

• the indicator of critical infrastructure resilience to operation process impact (ResI2);  

• the coefficients of climate-weather change process impact on the critical infrastructure intensities of 

degradation / the coefficients of climate-weather change process impact on critical infrastructure 

intensities of departure from the safety state subset (ResI1); 

• the indicator of critical infrastructure resilience to climate-weather change process impact (ResI2); 

• the coefficients of operation process and climate-weather change process impact on the critical 

infrastructure intensities of degradation / the coefficients of operation process and climate-weather change 

process impact on critical infrastructure intensities of departure from the safety state subset (ResI1); 

• the indicator of critical infrastructure resilience to operation process and climate-weather change process 

impact (ResI2). 

All the proposed in SCISTC indicators and other safety and resilience tools are validated through their practical 

application to the real critical infrastructures. 

Further research activities of SCISTC are concentrated on investigating and solving of optimization problems for 

critical infrastructure safety in Training Course 15. These research includes finding of optimal values of safety and 

resilience indictors, as well as analysis of resilience and strengthening of critical infrastructure to operation and 

climate-weather change. This activity results in elaboration of cost-effectiveness analysis and modelling in Training 

Courses TC16-TC17, critical infrastructure degradation and accident consequences analysis and mitigation in 

Training Courses TC18-TC19  and maintenance and business continuity models for critical infrastructure under the 

operation and climate-weather pressures in Training Courses TC20-TC21.  

Summary 

Selected Training Courses TC2-21 Modification for Critical Infrastructure with Dependent Assets will be done 

in Training Courses TC22-TC22+. 
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